[The patterns of alteration of content of growth-stimulating and growth-inhibiting factors in blood serum under β-cell chronic lymphatic leukemia and their diagnostic value.]
The article evaluates balance of growth-stimulating and growth-inhibiting factors in blood serum of patients with different stages of B-cell chronic lymphatic leukemia residing on examination and hospital treatment in Saratov clinic of occupational pathology and hematology in 2007-2016. The indices of content of VEGF165, PDGF-AB, pRb, p53 and p73 in blood serum was detected using solid-phase enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay. The specific characteristic of B-cell chronic lymphatic leukemia became stably higher content of growth-stimulating cytokines of development of disease that permitted to conclude about (VEGF165, PDGF-AB) in dynamics of development of disease that permitted to conclude about their important role in mechanisms of oncogene transformation and stimulation of proliferation activity of neoplastic cells at various stages of pathology. At the same time, disturbance of anti-proliferation signals under B-cell chronic lymphatic leukemia was characterized by singleat-once decreasing of controlling cell cycle of several mechanisms of regulation of changing G1-phase to S-phase conditioned by low level of inhibitors of cyclin-dependent kinases (p53 and p73) and inadequate expression of regulator of cellular cycle of protein pRb.